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No.
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1

What is SAFE 2 registration?

1

2

What Government entities can conduct and do conduct
SAFE 2 registration?

13

3

What is the legal basis for SAFE 2 registration?

14

4

What governance mechanisms have been put in place
to oversee and underpin the data sharing arrangement?
Will these arrangements be made public?

20

5

When SAFE 2 registration data (please specify fields of
data) is collected from individuals through government
bodies, is that registration data kept on one centralised
State register?

22

6

How frequently will an individual be required to update
their data for Safe 2? e.g. photograph?

23

7

Who is the data controller for that State register? Please
include contact details for the relevant officer, where
applicable.

24

8

To whom can I direct a data protection access request
under S4 of the Irish Data Protection Acts 1988 and
2003 if I wish to obtain a copy of my SAFE 2 registration
data including photograph? In what format will the data
be issued to me? Paper or electronically or do I have a
choice? In what form is it held by the controller?

25

9

If I discover an inaccuracy in my data on receipt of a
copy, to whom do I direct a request for rectification?

26

10

Are spouses and family members linked on the SAFE 2
register, and if so, for what purpose may they be
identified etc?

27

11

If I leave Ireland and emigrate permanently, can I
request my SAFE 2 registration be cancelled and
deleted (ie exercise a Right to be Forgotten)?

28

12

How is the data technically and organisationally
secured by the controller?

29
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13

What third parties have access to the data and in what
circumstances?

19 & 20

14

Can I be confident that my personal identity/registration
data will not be exfiltrated from this State register? I
have read about prosecution cases by the DPC involving
private investigators unlawfully obtaining data from the
Department of Social Protection.

15

Is SAFE 2 registration mandatory for all residents in
Ireland (regardless of nationality) or persons that hold
Irish passports but live abroad?

15 & 33

16

If it is not mandatory, in what circumstances will I not
be able to avail of government services and which
government services will be denied to me?

4, 5, 16,
17 & 32

17

On what legal basis may those services be denied to
me?

14 & 32

18

Will the Government publish a comprehensive list of
services that will require an individual to have SAFE 2
registered and the timelines by which SAFE 2
registration will be required?

17

19

Is the Government seeking to create a complete
“population register” through requiring SAFE 2
registration? If so, why?

34

20

The Government has said that the Public Services Card
is a physical token that signifies an individual has been
SAFE 2 registered in the State - what SAFE 2
personal data appears on the front of the card; what
data is stored on the chip on the card? What data is
stored on the magnetic stripe on the card?

41

21

What company produces these cards and is there a
written legal agreement in place between the data
controller and the service provider for the cards
guaranteeing protection of the personal data
processed?

30

22

For how long may that card service provider retain an
individual’s data after they have produced a card? For
how long is the contract to be in place between the
controller and card provider?

30
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23

What technical requirements were imposed on the
service provider in the contract/agreement to safeguard
the data?

30

24

What government entities and bodies can read a) the
chip and/or b) the magnetic stripe on the card (PSC)?

44

25

What data does An Post read off the PSC when it
processes a social welfare payment?

44

26

If the Passport office currently requires a photocopy of
the PSC for the purposes of passport processing, how is
this utilising the security features the card was
designed with? What does the Passport Office do with
the photocopy? How does it assist the Passport office in
authenticating identity?

45

27

Is the PSC an identity card? Is it intended to increase
the scope of the card beyond the Schedule 5 bodies as
outlined in the legislation?

28

Must the PSC be carried at all times by individuals in
the State and/or can any member of An Garda Siochana
ask that the card be produced?

38

29

Is it sufficient for an individual to supply their PPSN
to a body once they are SAFE 2 registered and not
produce their PSC, particularly if that body is not
physically reading the chip or magnetic stripe on
the card?

35

30

With the Driver Theory Test, why can I only supply the
PSC to authenticate my identity? Why is my Passport no
longer an acceptable form of id? What is the legal basis
for exclusively requiring the PSC in this instance?

16 & 32

31

For passport applications, why can I not supply my new
Driver’s License in lieu of the PSC to authenticate my
identity?

16 & 32

32

What is the “Single Customer View”?

47

33

Who is the State data controller of the “Single Customer
View”?

51

34

What third parties have access to the data in the Single
Customer View?

50

37 & 39
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35

What is the legal basis for the Single Customer View?

48

36

What departments, agencies and offices feed data into
the Single Customer View?

49

37

What is the legal basis for the sharing of this data by
departments, agencies and offices with the Single
Customer View?

48

38

What governance arrangements are in place for the
Single Customer View?

52

39

What safeguards are in place for the single customer
view? For example, how do you ensure that entities
providing information to the single customer view do not
provide more information that what is required under
law. What mechanisms ensure that State entities do not
have access to irrelevant or excessive personal data?

52

40

If I wish to make an access request to ascertain what
personal data is held about me in the Single Customer
View, to whom do I direct my request? How do you
ensure that this inaccuracies are fully rectified?

53

41

What is MyGovID?

36

42

What is the legal basis for MyGovID?

43

Why do I need a PSC for MyGovID if my physical card is
not read as part of the process of registration?

40

44

Is it sufficient that I supply my PPSN and confirm I am
SAFE 2 registered?

40

45

What is the government Individual Health Identifier?
I have read it has a “one to one” relationship with the
PPSN? What does this mean in terms of government
access to my sensitive personal health data?

46

The Government in 2013 committed to a review of the
legal basis of the PPSN to ensure it remained aligned
with the wider public service? Has this review been
conducted? What was the outcome? What are/were
the terms of reference for the review? Who is completing
the review?

36 & 40

47
Question is
relevant to
Department
of Health
54
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What is the Government data-sharing Bill? Does it
mean all of my personal data will end up shared across
government departments? If I do not want this to
happen, can I object to the sharing? What about the
“purpose limitation” principle of data protection law?
How can government departments who told me they
were collecting my data for one specific purpose then
share it with another government entity for another
purpose?

48
Question is
relevant to
Department
of Public
Expenditure
and Reform

